
H2H3 RUN #423 – Saturday 26th October 2019 
 

Location: Phetchaburi College of Agriculture and Technology 

   off  Chum Phol Road (Route 1010) 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/MH7bzLjboiR2 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.6417613, E 99.8840506 

 

Hares:  Ahmedashed 

Hash Snacks:  Lost Cause 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Ice Man:  Mudman 

Hash Scribe: Tinks 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 36  

Pre-Hash and Briefing 

Pleasant weather and dry thanks to RA 

Colossus welcomed the gathering Hashers.  

Not a bad turn out considering that the 

second half of the Rugby World Cup first 

semi-final between England and the All 

Blacks was about to start.  In total 36 

hashers were present for the pre-run 

briefing from Hare Ahmedashed.  Two trails, Wimp’s and Rambo’s, no cattle, one fence crossing 

and paper on the right except when you are on the road when it will be on your left.  A couple 

of false trails to keep the pack together.  

The TRAIL 



With the briefing over the pack set off 

other than Cathusalem who was following 

the rugby on his mobile phone and set out 

later taking a much shorter trail home 

after the second check.  The trail headed 

towards the hills and then left through 

trees and getting more and more 

overgrown before coming out alongside a 

fence and onto the first check.  A rather 

long false trail which had all the FRB’s 

behind the walking pack.  On along the 

fence line to a second check which again 

had the pack spending a bit of time finding 

trail.  Tinks found an unclosed false trail so that was the second (couple) on trail already.  

Brambles commented shouldn’t be any more then.  As the pack ventured closer to the hills, 

Screwdriver offered assistance in leading a short cut to the next check.  As I approached a 

left tun with paper on the right I was advised by Colossus that the trail went right and that 

he was on a short cut to the walker’s trail. 

Shortly after that the trail came to the 

official split with walker’s going left and 

Rambo’s to the right.  The Rambo trail 

headed off towards the road and I missed 

the right turn, but it was more obvious 

coming in the opposite direction.  The trail 

continued through heavy grass land and at 

one point I saw paper to the right only for 

it to run out.   So back tracking and back 

on paper over a small headwall and then out 

onto a more defined trail next to a cassava 

planted area.  Paper went right but I saw 

one Hasher in the distance to my left.  Should have followed him but opted to follow the trail 

on a large loop to eventually come back to the same cassava patch.  The trail then went to the 

road and left.  The trail then took another left and headed back towards the hills, the out trail 

and the merge point with the walker’s trail.  From here the trail then veered off to the right 

and headed back towards the road before breaking left through grassland.  I am sure at this 

point several of the hashers seeing the 

road decided to take the easy way out and 

took the road back to the cars.  For those 

that stayed n trail the going got more and 

more difficult especially through the 

Eucalyptus trees and the out onto the 

original out trail and then back to the start. 

Pre-Circle 

Being the last back, everybody was into the 

beverage and the excellent snacks 

prepared by Lost Cause.  Still plenty left 



for me though.  The beer was nicely chilled and the banter ongoing.  As dusk drew in some 

hashers started to depart so it was time to call the circle. 

The CIRCLE - Down Downs by GM 

Ahmedashed:  Hare  

Legs Wide Open: stand in for Hash Snacks 

by Lost Cause:  

Screwdriver:  leading hashers on short cuts 

Ahmedashed: Misleading Information on 

number of False Trails 

Flying Scotsman:  Lost Property – the Magic 

Bottle 

Master Baker:  late payer. 

Cathusalem:  Minder of the lost property. 

Mudman, Hotpot, No Name Nan:  Returners 

Brambles Bill: Teapotting and Paper Boy.  

Two DD’s so to keep both hand occupied   

 

The ON-After 

 

About 10 made their way to the on after with only Donga getting lost on route.  The directions 

were, I thought clear, when you are on the klong (canal) road continue to the first set of traffic 

lights and turn left.  Instead Donga goes straight however eventually he realized his error and 

joined us some 15 minutes later.  Dave the Rave also joined the party.  This was our second visit 

to this restaurant and again we received quick service and cold beers at reasonable prices 

especially the beer at only 60 per large bottle.  

On On  

Tinks 


